MONETARY REFORM IN AN

UNCERTAIN ENVIRONMENT
Allan H. Meltzer
Introduction
The 20th century has produced a rich array ofmonetary experience.
The experience can be organized in several different ways. One
emphasizes the role ofgold in international monetary arrangements.
Early in the century, domestic monies of major trading countries
were convertible into gold at a pre-established fixed price, and gold
coins circulated. Currently, governments do not set the price of gold,
and there is no formal requirement on governments to exchange gold
for currency or currency for gold.’ This is a relatively recent phenomenon, and there are some who prefer to return to a fixed, guaranteed
price. A second method of organization focuses on the arrangements
for exchanging a country’s currency for other currencies and particularly on the choice between fixed and fluctuating exchange rates.
Major trading countries nOw either permit exchange rates to be determined by market forces or adjust the rates frequently to reflect market
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‘Some writers want to restrict the term “gold standard” to refer to a relation between
the number ofonnces (or grams) of gold and the unit of account, say one guinea is one
ounce ofgold. Here, the “guinea” is a unit ofaccount; i.e., a convention for expressing
values. The eooveotion tells us nothing about money prices or’ about the relation of
gold to money prices or the price level. For gold to affect the price level, there must
be a connection between ounces of gold and money prices. This requires more than
the choice of a ,,nit of account. Fixing the price of gold by agreeing to buy and sell
onnces ofgold at a fixed price establishes a link and opens the possibility of stabilizing
the price level by buying and selling gold. I sec no point to “reform” of the unit of
account. One unit, even an abstract unit, is as useful as any other.
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forces. A third method of organizing experience focuses on the role
ofgovernments or central banks in the monetary system. Under either
a gold standard or a regime of fixed currency exchange rates, the
government sets a price and agrees to buy and sell its money at that
price. The decision to control the price or exchange rate leaves the
determination of the quantity to market forces, A decision to control
the quantity of money perforce requires that the prices of gold and
other currencies be permitted to change.
Experience with the various monetary arrangements has served to
heighten awareness of the disadvantages of each. The interwar gold
standard transmitted the price deflation and contraction of the early
‘30s, and contributed to the depth and extent of the period known as
the depression. The postwar, international system, known as Bretton
Woods, established fixed, but adjustable, exchange rates and, after
more than a decade, increased welfare by establishing convertibility
between major currencies. The price of gold was fixed, but gold had
a minor role, and its role diminished as the system matured. The
Bretton Woods system avoided deflation but transmitted inflation.
When the system ended, major trading countries moved toward a
loose system of domestic monetary control with fluctuating or adjustable exchange rates and preannounced targets for growth of one or
more monetary aggregates.
Some main problems with the current arrangement are well known.
Most countries have not avoided inflation; costs of disinflation have
been higher than generally anticipated; and in many countries, monetary targets have not been achieved with enough regularity to make
the announcements of planned money growth credible. Consequently, expectations about growth of monetary aggregates are volatile at times; there is widespread skepticism about the ability of
central banks to provide noninflationary money growth and about
the costs of doing so. During the past two or three years, interest
rates (at all maturities) in the U.S. and many other countries have
been higher (after adjusting for inflation) and more volatile than in
the past 50 years or more. High and variable rates of interest and
variable money growth increase uncertainty and contribute to the
stagnation of the economies of major trading nations. The concurrent
increase in the variability of interest rates and money under current
arrangements suggests that the present system has not traded higher
variability of interest rates for lower variability of money growth.
This suggests, in turn, that the variability of either money or interest
rates, or both, can be reduced by monetary reform.
Monetary management, at the discretion of central banks or governments, based on forecasts of future economic activity and infla94
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tion, has not produced stability. Experience has shown that economist’s forecasts of short-term changes are less accurate, and government actions less stabilizing, than many economists and officials once
believed. Research has shown that every policy is a choice of rule;
the only purely discretionary policy is a purely random or a haphazard
policy. Hence, the rational choice ofpolicy is a choice between rules.
Policy rules may differ in a variety of ways including complexity,
formal statement, prescribed flexibility, responsiveness to relative
and absolute changes in supply and demand for goods and services,
and in the uncertainty that they engender about the future. The more
frequent are changes in the policy rule, the less certain is the actual
or perceived adherence to the rule. The flexibility that permits government to change policy has a cost: Anticipations about the future
conduct of policy are altered. The effect of uncertainty is an important, but often neglected, characteristic that affects the cost of following alternative rules in a world subject to unpredictable changes.

Types of Monetary Reform
Interest in monetary reform has been stimulated by the combination of research and experience. Three types of reform, each with
many variants, are advocated. One proposes a return to some type of
gold or commodity standard under which the central bank would be
obligated to buy and sell gold, or some other commodity, or basket
of commodities, at a preannounced price. The second, a monetary
rule, keeps the growth rate of money on a prescribed path. The third
proposal, associated with Friedrich Hayek and Ludwig von Mises,
eliminates the government and the central bank from the monetary
system. Proposals for competitive, unregulated banking—often called
“free” banking—leave control of money growth to the decisions of
the public. Wealth-maximizing bankers produce the quantity and
type of money that the public demands.
The distinguishing feature ofa gold or commodity standard is that
the government or central bank makes an enduring commitment to
control one set of prices and accept the monetary nnd economic
consequences that are consistent with the controlled prices. Friedman (1951) has presented a thorough analysis of the benefits and
costs ofcommodity reserve currencies under the assumption that the
level ofoutput is independent of the choice ofpolicy. The assumption
of independence is restrictive, however. The choice of a monetary
system determines the types of risks and uncertainty that society
bears, and uncertainty affects the size ofthe capital stock. Hence, the
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assumption that output or consumption is independent ofthe choice
of monetary standard should be relaxed.
The most familiar version of a quantity rule—Milton Friedman’s
monetary rule—requires the central bank to keep a (broad or inclusive) measure of money growth at a rate equal to the long-term
average rate of growth of real output. Several alternative rules do not
require constant money growth; they provide for systematic, shortterm changes in the growth rate of money. Some require the central
bank to vary money growth in the direction opposite to the short-run
changes in the current or recent average rate of inflation, or to the
current or average rate of change of a basket of commodity prices.
These rules are a type of commodity-price stabilization scheme, but
they avoid the cost of buying, selling, and storing commodities. The
government sells securities to reduce money growth when the prescribed index rises and buys securities to increase money growth
when the prescribed index falls. Another type of monetary rule,
proposed by Friedman (1948), requires a cyclically balanced budget,
a fixed tax structure, and fixed rules for tax and transfer payments.
Exchange rates fluctuate freely. The stock of money grows, on average, at the rate of growth of government spending. The latter is equal
to the maintained (identical) average rates of growth of taxes and
output, so the average rate of money growth is equal to the average
rate of growth of output, The budget deficit and surplus fluctuates
cyclically; this permits money growth to rise relative to trend during
recessions and deflations, and to fall relative to trend during booms
or in periods of inflation.
A credible monetary rule reduces uncertainty about money growth,
but does not eliminate all short- or long-term changes in the rate of
inflation. Fluctuations in output or the budget affect short-term inflation. Productivity shocks that change the growth rate of output must
be followed by changes in the growth of money to avoid long-term
inflation or deflation. Under a monetary rule, the risks borne by the
public depend, therefore, on the type of monetary rule that is adopted
and on the type of shocks that occur. Generally, pennanent and
transitory changes in the level and growth rate of output cannot be
predicted in advance or instantly identified when they occur, so the
rule cannot be adjusted until after the changes in the growth rate of
output have been established.
Proposals for monetary reform usually assume that the public prefers a noninflationary rate of money growth. This may be true, but it
has not been demonstrated. Nor has it been shown that the rate of
inflation that maximizes wealth, or the utility of wealth and private
consumption, is identically zero. More likely, the costs and net ben96
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efit of price stability depend on the choice of institutional arrangements (orpolicy rules) used to achieve stability. Institutional arrangements that reduce risks and uncertainty lower the cost of achieving
any chosen rate of inflation or deflation, including zero.
I have chosen to avoid discussion of the optimal rate of inflation.
A monetary rule is as capable of producing one average rate of money
growth as another; for a monetary rule, the issue is of secondary
importance. Proposals that leave the rate of money growth to the
market cannot assure price stability. Money growth is endogenous
and its average rate of change depends on costs of production, alternative uses of gold and other real factors. Those who favor a gold
standard or “free banking” urge, not always explicitly, sonic alternative to a stable average price level or an optimal average rate of
inflation as a means of maximizing welfare.
To avoid discussion ofbanks, banking, and financial arrangements,
I use the term “money” to refer to base money—currency or note
issues and bank reserves. If money is produced by a government
monopolist, money means the monetary base—the monetary liabilities is~~suedby the monopolist. Private production of money refers to
the production of currency or notes, which may cii-culate oi’ beheld

as a reserve by other banks. Currency may be gold, and notes may
be claims to a fixed quantity of gold or commodities. None of the
proposals require 100 percent reserve requirements to be effective,
although the costs and benefits of each reform change with the set of
arrangements, including reserve requirements, mandated or chosen.

Further, I assume that there is no regulation of interest rates or
portfolios and no relevant restriction of private choice. Private producers of money can, if they choose, compete with the government.
Supplementing the broad, economic implications of a monetary

reform are the broader issues of political economy. The monetary
reform that the voters in democratic countries prefer may differ from
the reform that the market would choose. It seems best to put issues
of social or political choice aside until we have a better idea about
the way the various reforms are likely to work.

The perspective I choose is that of a consunier interested in maximizing the utility of wealth or consumption. He prefers lower to
higher risk; he is risk averse. Monetary reforms that increase uncer-

tainty are rejected in favor of reforms with lower uncertainty even if
wealth is the same. I argue that risk and uncertainty affect the level

of income and consumption: Lower risk and uncertainty are associated with a larger capital stock, higher income, and higher consumption. A monetary reform that reduces uncertainty is preferred for this
reason.
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Uncertainty, Risk, and Real Income
My definitions of risk and uncertainty follow the definitions used
by Knight (1921) and Keynes (1921, 1936).2 Risk refers to the “known”
distribution of outcomes, These are of twq kinds. People may know
the probability of an event, for example, the toss of an unbiased coin,
or they may classify events based on experience or subjective belief.
Following Knight (1921, pp. 224—5), we may identify the first with
mathematical probability and the second with empirical probability.
Uncertainty refers to events for which the distribution of outcomes
is unknown, and the basis for classification is tenuous. An example,
used by Keynes (1937), is the probability that capitalism would survive until 1970. Wars, atomic explosions, and various political decisions affecting tax rates or regulation are best described as uncertain
as to timing and often as to occurrence. There is no useful way to
predict many events, or to classify the time of their occurrence into
distributions, or to compute the expected time of occurrence.
Risk and uncertainty cannot be eliminated. The distributions of
future economic outcomes cannot be given fixed means and constant
variances. Changes in taste or technology or political changes induce
permanent changes in the level or growth rate of prices and output
that cannot be predicted in advance. Often, such changes cannot be
identified as transitory or permanent changes, or classified as changes
in level or growth rate until sometime after the changes occur. Recent
events, including changes in the price of oil, in the relative size of
government, or the permanence of the decline in world inflation and
the stability of political regimes in the Middle East, are illustrative.
The classification of events as risky or uncertain is not fixed, and
the cost of risk bearing is not constant. Costs can be reduced for an
individual or society by developing market arrangements, by the
choice of policy rules, and by the choice of asset portfolios.
The choice of policy rules affects the ability to classify events. A
credible system of fixed exchange rates lowers risk and uncertainty
about the exchange rate, but increases the risk and uncertainty about
money growth. A credible monetary rule lowers the risk and uncertainty about future money growth, but increases the risk and uncertainty about future exchange rates and interest rates. Each of these
rules generates different expected responses of prices and output,
and different variability of prices and output.
Diversification, pooling, and hedging are examples of market
arrangements that reduce risk and the cost ofrisk-bearing. The devel‘Meltzer (1982) compares Knight and Keynes and distinguishes their view of expectations from current versions ofrational expectations.
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opment of each of these arrangements depends on someone’s ability
to classify events into probability distributions and compute expected
values, Costs of risk-bearing differ with the degree of risk, measured
by the parameters describing the distribution of outcomes. Differ-

ences in the cost of risk-bearing are likely to be smaller than differences between the cost of bearing risk and the costs of uncertainty.
The reason is that uncertain events cannot be classified, so costs
cannot be reduced by market arrangements that convert risky outcomes into smaller and more certain costs.
Individuals can reduce the cost of uncertainty, under any set of
rules, by holding relatively safe assets in place ofrisky assets. Countries
with a history of political instability generally have less capital per
man, and less durable capital, than countries with stable governments. In such countries, the marginal product of capital is often
high, but the return to investment is uncertain. People shift wealth
to assets with values that are less dependent on political decisions,
including foreign assets and precious metals, The stock of domestic
real capital falls until the after-tax, risk-adjusted real return compensates holders for bearing the additional uncertainty.
The costs of bearing avoidable uncertainty fall on present and
future generations. Domestic and foreign lenders demand a premium
to compensate for the additional uncertainty, so real rates of interest
are higher than the rates in more certain environments. Real investment is lower; the capital stock is smaller. Real income and consumption remain below the level that could be achieved in a less
uncertain environment.

Monetary reform cannot compensate for all shocks arising from
political instability, uncertainty about tax and spending policies, or
many other sources of uncertainty.3 But differences in monetary
arrangements dampen or augment particular shocks to a greater or
lesser extent and change the ways in which the shock is felt. An

example is the difference in the effect of an unanticipated change in
the size of a fiscal deficit. A rule requiring constant money growth
prevents the deficit from being financed by money creation. A monetary rule that requires money growth to rise and fall in fixed relation
to budget deficits and surpluses increases the money stock during
recessions, when prices and output fall, and reduces the money stock
when prices and output rise cyclically. Even if the two monetary
3

This is recognized in proposals for reform by, inter alto, Simons (1948), Friedman
(1948), Brennan and Bnchanan (1980). Recent work by Brunner and Meltzer (1972),
Christ (1979), McCallnm (1982), and many others shows that some combinations of
fiscal and monetary policy are unstable.
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rules are accompanied by the same restriction on the growth of
government spending and the same tax arrangements, they differ in
the degree to which they reduce uncertainty. One reason is that the
fiscal and monetary effects of real shocks differ.
If all shocks are temporary (e.g., unanticipated cyclical changes in
aggregate demand), the two monetary rules generate indistinguishable long-term outcomes but different short-term outcomes. With
constant monetary growth, deficits are financed by selling bonds, and
surpluses are financed by retiring bonds. Under the rule requiring

counter-cyclical issues of money, an unanticipated change in money
finances part of an unanticipated deficit. Money is more variable and
debt is less variable under the counter-cyclical monetary rule; but
there is no differential uncertainty about future budgets or money
growth under the two rules. People planning future consumption
anticipate the same future tax rates, size of government, and price
level under either rule.
The key assumption, implicit in the previous paragraph, is that
changes in aggregate demand are drawn from a distribution with
fixed mean and constant variance. The assumption permits investors
to forecast the growth of aggregate demand, deficits, money, and
output for an indefinite period. There is risk of fluctuations, but there
is no uncertainty about the long-run position.

Suppose that, in addition to transitory or cyclical shocks to aggregate demand, there are permanent and transitory shocks to output.
Technical innovation, weather, political disturbances, tariffs, and
cartels are examples. A century or more ago, plagues or diseases that
killed a significant fraction of the labor force would have a prominent
place in the list of output shocks. When there are persistent changes
in the growth rate ofoutput or the level of output, there is uncertainty
about future prices and rates of price change. This uncertainty is
reflected in interest rates, exchange rates and, therefore, in portfolios.
Typically, the duration of a shock is not known at the time it occurs,
so the duration of any shock may be uncertain at first. As time passes,
information about the shock increases, and the shock can be classified
as a permanent or transitory shock to output, or as a permanent shock
to the growth rate of output.4 Since the two monetary rules require
different responses of debt and money to finance any budget deficit
or surplus that occurs, there are differences in uncertainty about the
size and duration of the budget deficit, and about the future stocks
4

A permanent shock to the level of output is a transitory shock to the growth rate of
output.
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of money and debt that will follow the shock. This uncertainty also
is reflected in future prices and interest rates.

To pursue the example one step further, suppose the shock to
output is a permanent, negative shock to the level of output. Immediately after the shock, prices are higher and output is lower. Whether
the budget is in deficit or surplus depends on the fiscal rule and the
relative responses of prices and output. If taxes are indexed for price
level changes, there is a budget deficit. If not, there may be a deficit
or a surplus. The size of the deficit or surplus depends on the progressivity of the tax system. The rule requiring constant money growth
prevents any change in money. The alternative monetary rule requires
money to change with the deficit. The effects on prices and output
differ during the transition and, depending on the fiscal rule, the size
and persistence of future budget deficits differ. The rule providing
for changes in money to finance a deficit can close the deficit by
raising prices and tax revenues, The rule that maintains constant
money growth may require an increase in tax rates or a reduction in
expenditures as part of the transition to an equilibrium at a cyclically
balanced budget.
In the presence of non-neutral shocks, like the shocks to output
just discussed, the two monetary rules produce different outcomes
and different types and degrees ofuncertainty. The outcomes depend
on the distribution of shocks, about which little is known currently,
and on the fiscal rules that interact with the monetary rules. One or
the other rule may generate greater uncertainty, a lower capital stock,
and a lower level of output. I see no way to choose between the two
monetary rules until more is known about the interaction with fiscal
rules and real shocks.5

Price and Quantity Rules Compared
A rule setting a growth rate for the quantity of money has two
advantages over a rule setting the exchange rate. First, a monetary
rule is likely to generate less uncertainty and, thus, produces a higher

level of output. Second, the resource costs of the monetary rule are
lower, as Friedman (1951) explained in detail. Less real output has
to be stored as a monetary reserve. I accept Friedman’s arguments
for the case in which output is fixed, with the minor amendments
noted below. This section emphasizes an issue that Friedman neglects,
‘McCallum (1982), using an intertemporal model, finds that a rule for constant money
growth and cyclically balanced budgets is unstable, See also Blinder and Solow (1976)
and Christ (1979).
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the effects of price and quantity rules on the uncertainty and risk that
the economy bears.
A gold or commodity standard is extremely costly to operate unilaterally. All the real shocks and all the monetary shocks in the world
that change the relative demand for the commodity that is used as
money affect prices and output in the country that maintains the
standard. For example, under a unilateral gold standard, whenever
wars, revolutions, increases in inflation abroad, or other unanticipated events increase foreigners’ demand for gold, the domestic stock
of money falls and the home price level falls until the rise in the
relative price of gold restores equilibrium in the gold market. The
agreement to supply gold at a fixed price means that every unanticipated event that affects the gold market leaves its mark on real
income and prices in the home country. The cost of providing the
service is borne by the public in the home country. Income and
prices are more variable; uncertainty is higher; and the capital stock,
income, and wealth are lower. Hence, I assume that any gold, or
commodity, standard is a multinational standard.
The price rule is assumed to be an international set offixed exchange
rates. Central banks and governments agree to buy and sell a specific
commodity, gold, or a well-defined basket of commodities, at a fixed
price. For the present, costs ofmaintaining the standard are ignored,
and all money is full-bodied money subject to a 100 percent reserve
requirement under either a price or a quantity rule.
The quantity, or monetary, rule is a unilateral rule set to keep the
price level stable on average. Base money grows at a rate equal to
the difference between the maintained rates of growth of real output
and base velocity. The fiscal policies accompanying the monetary
and exchange rate rules are designed to reduce the effects of fiscal
disturbances to the minimum consistent with knowledge about the
real and monetary shocks affecting the economy.6
A principal advantage of a monetary rule arises from the constancy
of money growth. Constant money growth implies that there is no
correlation between money growth and velocity growth, so the variance of nominal output growth equals the variance of velocity growth.
The variance of velocity growth is, in this case, equal to the variance
of inflation, plus the variance of the growth rate of real output, plus
6

The price or exchange rate rule requires greater harmonization of’ fiscal rules and,
therefore, increases opportunities for cheating, There are monitoring costs for the
quantity ruLe hut such costs are relatively small lithe rule requires constant growth of
the monetary base.
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or minus any effect of correlation (covariance) between inflation and
real growth.7
Fixed exchange rates are inconsistent with stable growth of money;
money growth is endogenous. The variance of the growth rate of
nominal output in a fixed exchange rate regime is equal to the sum
of the variances of’ money growth and velocity growth plus or minus
the effect of interaction (covariance) between the growth rates of
money and velocity. The latter can be positive or negative, depending on the type of shocks that occur, the frequency with which the
various shocks occur, and the location at which they occur—at home
or abroad. J see no way to decide in advance whether money growth
and velocity growth are positively or negatively correlated. In fact,
the two typically move together cyclically but not always secularly.
Either oftwo conditions is required for lower variability ofnomiual
output or income growth under fixed exchange rates. The growth
rate of velocity must be less variable by an amount that compensates
for the variability of money growth and any positive correlation
between variability of the growth of money and velocity. Or, a negative correlation between velocity growth and money growth must
be large enough to compensate for the variance of money growth.8
Neither condition is likely to be met, and the data below suggest
neither was achieved in the late 19th or early 20th century.
The opposite is more likely to be true. A fixed exchange rate system
raises, and a monetary rule lowers, the variability of velocity growth.
The reason is that with fixed exchange rates, the rate of inflation is
not constant from year to year or even from decade to decade. The
expected rate of inflation can be zero, but there is nothing in the
rules of the commodity or gold standard that makes this certain.
The expected rate of inflation affects the demand for money and
velocity, and the variability of expected inflation affects the variability of velocity. The increase in the variability of velocity may be
large, or small, but the variability of expected inflation is larger under
a fixed exchange rate system then under a monetary rule. This effect
is offset, at least in part, by the lower variability of exchange rates.
‘Let m, v, y, and p he the rates of change of money, velocity, real output and prices,
and let v he a variance and C a covariance. Then,
V(m) + V(v) + 2C(m, v)
V(v) + V(p) + ZC(y, p).
The monetary rule sets v(m) to zero, so C(v, m) is zero also. The average expected rate
ofprice change is zero, but prices change, so V(p) is riot zero.
‘Using the notation in note 7, the first conrlition states that V(v) must he smaller under
fixed exchange rates by more than V(m) + 2C(m, v). The second condition restricts
C(m, v) to be negative and restricts C(m, v)l—V(m) in relation to the difference in V(v)
under the gold standard and the mo,setary rule.
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Under a monetary rule, differences between expected and actual
exchange rates affect interest rates, the demand for money and velocity. This source of variability is dampened, however, by the operation
of forward markets and the close relation between changes in spot
and forward rates. See Mussa (1979).
Empirical data for the U.S. under the gold standard and during the
recent period of fluctuating rates (without a monetary rule) show (1)
weak positive correlation between the money growth and velocity
growth under the gold standard and (2) higher variability of velocity
growth under the gold standard. These data suggest that the variability of nominal output is higher under a gold standard.
Bernholz (1982, Tables 2 and 3) computed the variance of output
growth and the average rate of growth of output for five countries
under the gold standard to 1913, and during selected periods after
1913. The variability of real growth is 1.5 to 4.5 times higher under
the gold standard than during the period 1951—79. The growth rate
of output under fluctuating exchange rates from 1967—79 is higher
than under the gold standard to 1913 in Germany, Italy, and France,
For Britain and the U.S., Bernholz shows two measures of real growth
under the gold standard, one for a shorter and one for a longer span.
In both countries, growth for the longer period is higher, and for the
shorter period is lower, than in the years of fluctuating exchange
rates. Despite the oil shocks in 1974 and 1979, which lowered real
income in the l970s, these data suggest that there is: (1) A negative
relation between variability or uncertainty and the level of income;
and (2) greater variability under a gold standard than under a regime
of fluctuating exchange rates.

Additional evidence on the costs of a gold standard is the relative
size of expansions and contractions in the U.S. economy. One of the
most regular features of U.S. peacetime cycles is that, on average,
there are four years between peaks and four years between troughs,
according to the dating of peaks and troughs by the National Bureau.
The averages differ little for 24 peacetime cycles, 10 peacetime cycles
under the gold standard (1879—1919), and 5 peacetime cycles between
1945 and 1980. In contrast, there is a notable difference in the lengths
of expansions and contractions. The gold standard cycles are evenly
divided between months of contraction and months of expansion.
Since 1945, peacetime expansions are one-third longer,9 and peacetime contractions are less than one-half their average length under
the gold standard,
‘The longest expansion, 106 months, includes the Vietnam ‘var, so it is not a peacetime
expansion and is excluded.
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A study of annual velocity growth from 1869 to 1949 using a broad
definition of money, and from 1915 to 1949 using a narrow definition
of money, shows a weak contemporaneous positive relation between
money growth and velocity growth. See Gould, Miller, Nelson, and
Upton (1978). On average, changes in money growth were positively
related to changes in velocity growth under the pre-World War I and
interwar gold standard. A shift from the gold standard to fluctuating
exchange rates and constant money growth would have eliminated
the variability of income arising from the positive eovariance and
from the variability of money growth.
The rate of change of base velocity and monetary velocity was
considerably more variable under the gold standard than under the
Bretton Woods system, or in the recent period of fluctuating exchange

rates. Calculations reported in Brunner and Meltzer (1982) show that
the variance of the quarterly rate of growth of base velocity during

the decade of the ‘70s was about two percent at annual rates. This is
less than halfof the variance of base velocity under the gold standard
and, as shown in Gould et al. (1978), a fraction of the variance of
monetary velocity (M2) for 1869—1949 or (M1) for 1915—49.
Under a fixed exchange rate, the variability of money growth is
higher; partly as a response to variable money growth, the variability
of velocity growth appears to have been higher, by a large factor,
during the years of the gold standard. The correlation between money
growth and velocity growth further increased the variability of nominal output growth. The gold standard added to fluctuations in prices
and output; uncertainty was greater; and the demand for capital lower
than would have been achieved under a rule requiring constant
money growth. Consequently, real output was lower than would have

been achieved with less variability.
Friedman (1951) discusses the resource costs ofa commodity reserve
currency and the relative advantages of several types of standard. He
estimates the annual resource cost to be as much as halfof the average
growth rate ofannual output, using data for the late 1940s and assuming that, on average, there is no inflation. A similar computation—
using the current ratio of money to income in the U.S. as a reference—
reduces the cost to about 16 percent of the average, annual growth
rate of output. Unless there is a reason to anticipate a dramatic decline
in average cash balances, the resource cost of a lull commodity standard remains high.
Resource costs of an international standard are probably higher.
The ratio of money to income in much of the world is above the U.S.
ratio, so a larger fraction of world commodity stocks would have to
be held as monetary stocks, and a larger fraction of the growth rate
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of output would be added to the stocks on average. If gold and other
metals are exhaustible resources, their prices rise over time relative
to the prices of reproducible commodities. The rise in price encourages private holding of gold (or commodity money) instead of productive capital, hut also lowers the resource cost of increasing monetary gold stocks.5°
It is difficult to estimate the size of the price increase. We cannot
separate, or hold constant, the policies of the principal governments
that control most gold production so as to obtain an estimate ofreturns
to scale in gold production. The crude data in Schwartz (1982) and
Fellner (1981) do not show evidence of constant returns to scale in
gold production. Fellner (1981) notes that the price elasticity of the
supply of gold has been low, and possibly negative, during the past
several decades.
A further complication in evaluating the costs of a gold standard
arises from changes in the demand for industrial and commercial use.
Growth of these demands absorbed much of the new production in
recent years but, again, it is difficult to separate the effect of expected
inflation on the demand for jewelry from other determinants of the
demand for gold. See Schwartz (1982, pp. 176—8).
Friedman (1951, pp.215—8) suggests that, in the past, the relatively
high resource cost of holding gold as reserves encouraged a steady
decline in the ratio of gold to circulating money. The introduction of
paper money raises monitoring costs and increases uncertainty about
convertibility and about the future price level. Uncertainty adds to
the real costs of maintaining the system.

“Free” Competitive Banking
A gold standard or commodity money standard requires the governmentto control a price. A monetary rule gives the power to control
money to a government monopolist, but limits the monopolist’s freedom to set a price or choose a quantity other than the prescribed
quantity or growth rate. General economic reasoning does not support price control and does not support the grant of monopoly power,
even limited power, except under a very limited set of circumstances.
Proposals for unregulated, competitive banking are attempts to avoid
both price fixing and government monopoly.
The usual argument for fixing a price or granting a monopoly is
‘°Withconstant returns, all of the additional gold is provided by new production and
with totally inelastic supply hy a rise in the price of gold relative to commodities.
Between these extremes the amount of additional resources used for gold production
depends on the elasticity of supply.
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that “free,” competitive banking is too costly. There are three main
reasons for the alleged excess social cost. One is the claim that costs
of monitoring private producers are high. The second is the social
cost of an epidemic of bank failures. The third is the risk of a change
in relative prices or the risk of fraud or default.
The first cost arises because profit maximizing, “free” competitive
bankers will reduce the reserve ratio to less than 100 percent. The
opportunity to reduce the cost and the competitive price of the service arises because the marginal cost of resources used to produce
paper money is less than the exchange value ofthe additional money.
It costs no more to print a $10 bill than to print a $1 bill, but the
former exchanges for 10 times as much as the latter. If all producers
follow this strategy, prices rise and real value of the bills falls. If
producers follow widely different strategies, some will fail. The community loses by bearing the additional uncertainty. The same quantity ofreal balances can be produced at lower resource cost and with
lower default risk by a government monopolist that maintains a preannounced, constant rate of money growth.
The second, and possibly larger, cost of “free,” competitive production of money arises from the absence of a central bank that acts
as lender of last resort to the financial system. The existence of a
lender of last resort reduces the uncertainty that the community hears
and reduces the size of the optimal reserve held by banks. The
reduction in uncertainty (and cost) can be achieved, without an offsetting cost, if the lender charges the borrower a penalty rate. The
penalty rate assures that borrowers will choose to repay the loans
promptly and borrow only when there are large, transitory changes
in demand for currency or commodity money. A monopoly central
bank, operating under a monetary rule, cannot fail. Again, the monopolist reduces risk and cost.
A central bank operating in a fractional reserve system issues defaultfree currency and can buy securities from the market when unanticipated shocks induce all private issuers to sell securities simultaneously. Experience in the 19th century, reported and analyzed in
Bagehot’s Lombard Street, shows the benefits of having a lender of
last resort. The failure of the Federal Reserve to act as lender of last
resort in the early ‘30s, reported and analyzed in Friedman and
Schwartz’s Monetary History, shows the costs that society bears
when the lender of last resort fails to carry out this responsibility.
Neither private insurance nor a commodity reserve is a perfect
substitute for the lender of last resort. A private insurance company
has no special advantage that permits it to sell securities when the
banks that it insures are unable to do so. Holding reserves, in gold
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or commodities, is more costly than issuing currency that is free of
default risk.
A government monopoly of the issue of base money rests on a real
advantage of government as a debtor. Governments can tax to pay
debts and never are forced to default on the (nominal) value of their
domestic debts. This advantage permits the government to reduce
the default risk on the nominal value of money to zero.
The government can reduce or even eliminate its advantage as
lender of last resort by abusing the power to issue money. Some
advocates of~“free” banking believe this is a fatal flaw in proposals
for a monetary rule. They claim, correctly, that there must be either
some limitation on the issue of base money by the lender oflast resort
or some strict definition of the conditions under which the central
bank can depart from the monetary rule.
The problem can be eliminated by defining precisely the conditions under which the central bank departs from the monetary rule.
A proper definition eliminates ambiguity, for example, by specifying
that the central bank must lend at a penalty rate (above the market
rate) on specified collateral (eligible paper) such as Treasury bills or
prime cothmercial paper. Banks that do not hold “eligible paper”
should be permitted to fkil. The purpose of the lender of last resort
is not to prevent all fhilures; the purpose is to prevent the type of
bank runs described by Bagehot (1873), Friedman and Schwartz
(1963), and others)’
Discussions of competitive banking often point to the experience
of the Scottish banks during the 18th and part of the 19th century
(Vera Lutz 1936; Hayek 1978; and Pedro Schwartz 1982). The experience shows only that a private banking system can function for long
periods of time without repeated failures. It does not show that a
private banking system is efficient or that the risks borne by the
Scottish community were reduced to a minimum. Further, the lessons to be learned from the Scottish experience are ambiguous. There
is reason to question whether the Scottish banks were fully independent of the Bank of England)2
“If there is always a market for eligible paper at higher price (lower discount) than the
central bank’s penalty discount rate, the lender oflast resort serves as a standby facility
that reduces perceived risks at low cost, In this case, the monetary rule is never violated.
Either the subjective (perceived) risk of bank runs, “panics” arid temporary market
failures would decline, eventually, or we would learn more about the optimal rule for
contingencies and the conditions tinder which “panics” occur.
2
‘ The Scottish experience is open to different interpretations. Tim Congdon points nut
in correspondence that some earlier students of Scottish banking history recognized
thatthe Bank ofEngland served as lcnderoflastresortto the Scottish banks, In Congdo,i
(1981, n. 52), Congdon refers to Clapham’s acci,unt of the failure of the Ayr Bank. His
letter provides additional references suggesting that the Bank of England was lender
of last resort to Scottish banks,
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If experience with competitive money does not reduce risk and
uncertainty to the minimum attainable, investment in real capital

and the level ofoutput are lower than attainable. Greater uncertainty
induces banks and the public to hold more gold and commodity
money than they would choose to hold in a society with lower risk
of bank failure and lower uncertainty. Interest rates remain above
the marginal product of capital by a risk premium equal to the cost
of bearing uncertainty. People hold a smaller share of wealth in the
form ofproductive real capital, so output and consumption are lower.
Survival is not the proper standard of comparison. Economic history shows that many arrangements survived for long periods. Where
there are differences in the social costs ofdifferent monetary systems,
particularly in the relative costs of bearing uncertainty and the comparative resource costs of maintaining the systems, the best system
is the one that minimizes cost.
Nothing in this section should be read as opposition to private
money. Individuals or groups should be permitted to issue and use
privately produced money or monies, including foreign money and
specie, if they choose to do so. The objective of policy rules is to
reduce the uncertainty that the community must bear, not to prevent
voluntary risk taking.

Conclusion
The right to own gold is a valuable right. The factthat many people
choose to exercise the right is informative about the uncertainty or
risks that people perceive. They may fear inflation, or confiscation of
their assets, or some type of political restriction on property. They
may fear default on the note issue following a wave of bank Ikilures.
Whatever the reason, ownership of gold or precious metals reduces
the uncertainty that individuals perceive and bear, but also reduces
the demand for productive assets and the capital stock. Society is
poorer because of the uncertainty that leads individuals to hold gold
instead of productive capital.

The choice of a monetary standard is a decision to reduce some
private risks by incurring costs that are borne by society as a whole.
These costs include the resource cost of maintaining and operating
the standard and the costof bearing the risk that the standard imposes.
The basis for rational, economic choice between monetary standards,
or the choice between so-called “free” competitive banking and a
central bank, is relative efficiency. The most efficient monetary
arrangement minimizes the cost and maximizes the benefits to individuals subject to the standard.
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The efficiency criteria is more difficult to apply to the choice of
monetary standards than to many other choices. An international
commodity standard requires a cartel arrangement to keep the commodity’s price at a set level. A monetary rule that fixes the growth
rate of money depends for its execution on a monopoly central bank.
Economic efficiency is rarely compatible with either price-fixing or
monopoly arrangements. Yet, in the case of money, a monopoly central bank can be the most efficient method of producing money.
The principal reasons are that a monopoly central bank lowers the
resource cost of the standard by substituting inconvertible paper
money for commodity money, by reducing some monitoring or
enforcement costs, and by lowering the levels of risk and uncertainty
that society bears. On the other hand, the rule limiting the issue of
inconvertible paper money requires monitoring to prevent inflation.
And, a fluctuating exchange rate introduces risks of exchange rate
changes in place of the risk ofprice fluctuations inherent in a system
of fixed exchange rates.
For a small country, the cost of exchange rate fluctuations often
exceeds any gain from controlling the price level of domestic commodities. Such countries can fix their exchange rate by pegging to
the currency of a larger country that chooses a monetary rule. They
benefit from price stability elsewhere by paying the cost of maintaining a fixed exchange rate.
A “free” competitive banking system has higher resource cost,
higher monitoring cost, and greater cost of uncertainty than a monetary rule that fixes the growth of inconvertible paper money. Competitive producers have an incentive to lower the ratio of commodity
reserves to money so as to reduce the cost of producing money and
the price of their services. The reduction in resource cost increases
default risk. The absence of a lender of last resort increases the cost
of maintaining “free,” competitive banking. A competitive producer
of money bears an avoidable risk. To survive, the producer must
receive compensation. Interest rates are raised by the risk premium,
so the capital stock is smaller and income is lower under competitive

banking.
Friedman (1951) analyzed the resource cost ofvarious commodity
standards on the assumption that output is given. His analysis shows
that the resource cost of producing money is higher for commodity
money standards than under a properly specified rule for the production of inconvertible paper money.
The risks borne by a country on a unilateral or multinational commodity standard also appear to be larger. Money growth is endogenous and is more variable. Velocity growth and the growth ofoutput
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are likely to be more variable also. Available data support this conclusion. The growth rates of output and velocity were more variable
under the classical gold standard than during the period after World
War II, or during recent years of fluctuating exchange rates. R~al
output rose more slowly in several countries during the gold standard
than in the ‘70s. Contractions were longer absolutely and relative to
expansions. These findings are consistent with higher uncertainty
and higher real rates of interest.
Monetary reform can be a means of increasing efficiency and lowering the uncertainty that society bears. If society adopts a rule for
money growth that is properly specified, enforceable and compatible
with a fiscal rule, interest rates will be lower, capital stock larger,
and output higher. A monetary rule without a fiscal rule cannot assure
stability.
Democratic societies do not choose rules or establish institutions
solely to achieve efficiency and lower risk. Often, the current generation of voters has other aims. Political economy or social choice
may eventually explain why we do not have properly specified monetary and fiscal rules. Or, we may not have demonstrated the full
range of benefits, or pointed out the welfare gains, from monetary
and fiscal reform.
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THE FED’S FALLACIOUS ACCOUNT OF
ITS OWN ACTIVITIES
Robert L. Greenfield
Allan Meltzer, with whom I am privileged to serve on this panel,
numbers among the Fed’s most indefatigable critics. Indeed, it is to
a significant extent the result of Meltzer’s incisive exposure of the
faulty conceptual foundations of U.S. monetary policy that regard for
the Fed has waned so dramatically. In amplifying the case for monetary reform, I shall argue that little has changed since 1964, when
he wrote:
Detailed study of the Federal Reserve’s procedures reveals that
their knowledge of the monetaiy process is woefully inadequate,
unverified and incapahle of bearing the heavy burden placed upon

it. (Meltzer 1966, p. 91)
Monetary reformers must continue to make this point explicit.
Failure to do so risks inadvertently lending credibility to the Fed.
Even as trenchant a critic as Milton Friedman, himself a proponent
of a money-stock-growth rule and an economist hardly interested in
bolstering the Fed’s image, may do just that when in a wiØely read
Febuary 1, 1982 piece in the Wall Street Journal he writes:
[Tihe real problem is not that the Fed does not know how to produce
stabler monetary growth, but that ... the Open Market Investment
Committee ofthe Fed [doesi not regard it as important to do so.
Can the “know-how” to which Friedman refers legitimately be
ascribed to the Fed? In addressing this question, we must bear in
mind that interpretation, not bare fact, is the matter at issue. To
succeed, a monetary reform movement must make clear that the
disagreeable circumstances in which people live cannot be squared
with the Fed’s interpretive account of its own activities. While it
Gab journal, Vol. 3, No. 1 (Spring 1983). Copyright © Cato Institute. All rights
reserved.
The author is Associate Pi’oUcssor of Economic,c and Finance, Fuji-leigh Dickinson
University, Madison, N.J. 07940.
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remains true, for reasons long ago recognized by Friedrich A, Hayek
(1945~1948, passim; 1978), that even exemplary understanding of

economic theory cannot produce the utopian policy of which the
textbooks are so fond, deficient understanding on the part of policy-

makers can nonetheless wreak the sort ofhavoc we currently witness.
Ideas do indeed have consequences.

The Fed’s Fallacious Account of Its Own Activities
In an April 1981 debate sponsored by theJournal of Money, Credit,
and Banking (Axilrod et al. 1982), Meltzer and Robert Rasche supported the proposition that “the Federal Reserve’s procedures for

controlling money should be replaced.” Peter Sternlight, Manager
of the Federal Reserve Open Market Account, and Stephen Axilrod,
Federal Reserve Board Staff Director for Monetary and Financial
Policy, stood for the negative. The transcript of the debate supports
my contention that a concern for first principles is unlikely to be

found among those who conduct monetary policy.
Axilrod (1982, p. 132) begins with the Fed’s customary disclaimer,
citation of the vagaries of money-stock control.
[T]he money supply varies substantially from the noise that comes
through the fact that we have a trillion dollar economy. Money goes
through banks continuously. Sometimes the treasurer of a corporation is late for work, and sometimes he takes the day off, or his
assistant is sluggish. The money stays in the bank too long, then it

gets quickly withdrawn. Substantial variation results.
Taken at face value, these remarks assert that the mere disbursement ofmoney causes it to be extinguished. But surely this is not the
case. When money is spent, it does not go out ofexistence. It merely
passes from holder to holder, In the case of deposit money, the
recipient of the expenditure gains possession of the bank liability
lost by the individual writing the check, while the recipient’s bank

gains possession of the reserves, a Federal Reserve liability, lost by
the bank on which the check is drawn.
To further emphasize the Fed’s plight—and in terms whose sheer
familiarity may be persuasive—Axilrod (1982, p. 133) argues that an
otherwise advantageously used nonborrowed reserves target-exposes
the money stock to a perpicious variability that arises as a result of
changes in the demand for money.
If all f you have had money and banking courses, and I trust that
0
you have had them, you know there are varying reserve requirements. . . on various kinds ofdeposits. . .. Ifthe deposit mix changes
so that a given level of reserves would produce less money than
desired, borrowing (and total reserves) could expand under a non114
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borrowed reserves target to produce the desired amount of money.
Thus a nonborrowed reserves target is advantageous when unexpected shifts are occurring on the supply-of-money side, in contrast
to the demand side.

Axilrod apparently draws a distinction between Federal Reserve
actions intended to maintain a given nominal stock of money and
those resulting in an increased nominal money stock. Yet insofar as
satisfying the demand for money to hold is concerned, it makes little
difference whether, at a given price level, the nominal stock of money
shrinks or the nominal demand for money rises. In both cases the

real demand for money comes to exceed the real stock available to
be held. In both cases that excess demand reveals itself as an excess

supply of other things in general and thereby exerts downward pressure on the prices of those other things. In neither case does that
excess demand pet- se summon forth additional nominal money balances.
Money’s supply and demand “interact, then, not to determine the

nominal quantity ofmoney—that is determined on the supply side—
but to determine the nominal flow of spending and the purchasing
power of the monetary unit” (Yeager 1978, p. 6; also see Yeager
1968). (Shrinkage of the nominal money stock reflecting a reduced
ratio of money to monetary base is a development on the supply side.
Its control of the monetary base enables the Fed to mitigate the
impact of any such development.) An excess demand for money,

rather than impinging on the nominal stock of money itself, adapts
the unchanged stock to the changed circumstances by increasing
money’s purchasing power. This distinction between the private
sector’s determination of the real (purchasing power) stock ofmoney
and the Fed’s control of the nominal stock of money is the sine qua
non of orthodox monetary theory. Axilrod (1982, p. 136), however,
summarily dismisses this distinction, claiming that
[money-stock] control is not as ‘simple’ as that . . , Because of the
variations in money demand I noted earlier, money may grow on
its own ten percent this month and zero percent next month. (1982,
p. 136; emphasis added)

What I find distressing about this is not merely the fact that the
Fed’s Staff Director for Monetary and Financial Policy so cavalierly
promotes such a fallacy. Worse yet, no one—not a member of the
side for the affirmative, not a member of the Ohio State University
audience—prevailed upon him and insisted that he explain inst how
he imagines demand to be an independent determinant of the nominal stock of money.
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That he is not taken to task leaves Axilrod uninhibited in promoting
these fallacious views. Indeed, in their “Federal Reserve Implementation of Monetary Policy: Analytical Foundations 0f’ the New
Approach,” a paper read at the 1980 American Economic Association
meetings and printed in Papers and Proceedings, Axilrod and David
Lindsey (1981, p. 246), Assistant Director, Federal Reserve Division
of Research and Statistics, write:
Under a reserve operating target... the money stock is determined
hy the interaction of supply and demand functions, with a shortterm interest rate.., serving as the endogenous price variable,

Here again arises the failure to distinguish between determination
of the nominal and determination of the real stock of money. The
confusion mounts, however, as a result of the authors’ portrayal of
the interest rate, the price of credit, as the asset price of money.
A September 1979 Federal Reserve Bulletin article entitled “The
Role of Operating Guides in U.S. Monetary Policy: A Historical
Review” further documents the Fed’s reliance upon a supply-anddemand analysis of nominal money stock determination. Here Governor Henry Wallich and his co-author, Assistant to the Board Peter
Keir, write (1979, p. 688):
When incoming data show a sudden marked acceleration or slowing
in money growth rates, the Committee must decide whether the
change is a temporary aberration or a more fundamental change in
money demands that stems from a basic adjustment in the performance of the economy. Since Committee actions affect the public’s
willingness to hold money with a lag through

interest rates, attempts

at fine tuning could produce perverse results,
Wallich and Keir couch their portrayal of money demand as an

independent determinant of the nominal money stock in terms strongly
reminiscent of doctrines discredited during the famous mid-lQth
century British monetary debates. In contending that a limited demand

for money restrains attempts to issue money beyond the “needs of
trade,” writers on the Banking School side of those debates slighted
the essential property of the medium of exchange. People need not
be induced to invest in the routine medium of exchange. Rather than
refuse payment of the ordinary sort, people accept money—even
beyond their willingness to hold it—and change their own spending
plans accordingly. An excess supply of money thereby touches off a
process that results in the demand for money falling passively into
line as prices and incomes rise to the point at which all the newly
created money winds up demanded in cash balances after all.
Like their Banking School predecessors, Wallich and Keir deny
the possibility of money beingoverissued, Their supply-and-demand
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account of nominal money stock determination requires them to
regard any money in existence as money demanded in cash balances.

It further mistakenly leads them to regard the significance of Federal
Reserve open market purchases as deriving not from the excess supply of money they initially produce, but from a supposed interestrate-induced change in the quantity of money demanded. Such a
view, however, leaves the paramount question unanswered: If not
an excess supply of money, what for the past 30 years has driven
prices steadily upward?
My review of the Fed’s promotion of suspicious doctrine would

remain incomplete were I to neglect the contributions of Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volc’ker. Particularly noteworthy are
the remarks he made in an interview which appears in the September

19, 1982 New York Times Magazine. In arguing for monetary reform,
we cannot afford to let go unchallenged Chairman Volcker’s disclaimers in the matter of the Fed’s responsibility for the money stock’s
behavior.
Voleker (in Tobias 1982, p. 72) attempts to exp]ain the precipitous
money-stock contraction that followed the March 1980 imposition of
credit controls by noting:

Anyhow, the economy had this abrupt fall, and the money supply
fell very rapidly along with it. . . . Consumers suddenly thought
they’d better not use their credit cards
But they had bills to pay,
and so they drew down their cash balances. So you had this wild
decline in the money supply for six weeks or so.

The credit controls were lifted some five months later, at which
time the money stock began to exhibit explosive growth. According
to Volcker (in Tobias, p. 72), the Fed’s expectations that the money
stock growth rate would fall were disappointed for the following
reason:
[T]he economy was picking up much faster than anybody realized.
If it hadn’t been the focus of so much attention, I don’t think it
would have made much difference, but everybody had come to look
at the money-supply figures as the symbol of policy. And we were

in the midst of an election campaign, so everybody could attribute
political interpretations to everything that happened. That didn’t
help any.

These remarks resist classification under the heading of any one
fallacy. They begin by echoing Axilrod’s sentiments that the mere
expenditure of money causes it to be extinguished. Needless to say,
this is not the case. The expenditure of money, rather than causing
it to vanish, simply results in a transfer of its ownership.
Mr. Volcker then proceeds to contend that the stock of money quite
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passively mimics movements in income. He should be reminded that
a central bank loses control over the money stock only as a result of
its own decision to forgo monetary stability in favor of the pursuit of
some other objective. Postponing the painful effects of reducing or
even stabilizing the rate of inflation or attempting to peg an interest
or exchange rate may indeed require a central bank to sacrifice its
money-stock control. Nevertheless, the decision to pursue such illusory objectives is one deliberately taken by that central bank or some
higher authority.
Finally persuaded that unwarranted modesty was not the source
of Voicker’s insistence that the Fed brandishes much less influence
than most people imagine, the interviewer (Tobias, 1982, p. 76)
undertakes some innovative theorizing of his own. He ventures:
[W]hen the stock market takes a frightening plunge, the money
plunged too. Stockholders feel poorer, can

supply has in a sense

borrow less, spend less freely. (1982, p. 76)

In response to this Volcker (in Tobias, p. 76) advises caution,
saying:
I wouldn’t call it the money supply or even the credit supply, hut
I agree that it’s a factor. The big engine for this kind of stuff has not
been stocks recently but houses. Everybody began taking out their

equity with second mortgages,
increase forever and ever,

convinced the equity was going to

Chairman Volcker certainly is aware that banks are constrained in
terms of their ability to extend loans. An individual bank can lend

out no more than it can afford to lose, namely, the amount of its excess
reserves. It is the Fed’s provision of base money that is the fundamental determinant of the nominal size of the money and banking
system.

The Fed’s campaign to discredit Ml as a gauge of monetary policy
raises further questions concerning the authorities’ understanding of
banking theory. The pretext for this campaign is, ofcourse, the alleged
distortion of Ml resulting from the transfer of funds from maturing
All Savers Certificates to demand deposits.
Now, examination of the definitions of the monetary aggregates
may lead one, along with Volcker in an address delivered before the
Business Council and printed in the October 12, 1982 Wall Street
Journal, to conclude that such a movement of funds must increase
Ml. Demand deposits are included in Ml, while All Savers Certificates are not; the definition is clear. (Or, as Volcker puts it, “Shjfts
among All Savers Certificates, checking accounts, money-market
- .
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certificates, money-market mutual funds and the new [money market
fund-type] account[s] would all leave M2 unaffected because they
are all counted within that aggregate.”) A remaining question, however, concerns the reserve requirement ramifications of such a movement of funds.
If Certificates had no reserve requirements attached to them, the
contraction of a loaned-up banking system made necessary by the
reserve deficiencies arising from the movement of funds from those
Certificates to demand deposits would leave Ml unchanged. That
Certificates did have reserve requirements attached to them—though
smaller than those pertaining to demand deposits—suggests that the
banking system contraction was not large enough to fully offset the
initial movement of funds, (The Deregulation and Monetary Control
Act of 1980 provides for the elimination of reserve requirements on
personal time deposits. The Legal Department of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York informs me that the phase-down of these requirements was about 60 percent complete at the time the Certificates
matured, leaving them at roughly 1.5 percent.) Ml did increase, but

not to the extent indicated by an analysis that disregards the reserve
requirement ramifications of the deposit mix change. Yet the November 5, 1982 Merrill Lynch Weekly Credit Market Report, following
Volcker’s lead in ignoring these additional considerations, overstates
the impact upon Ml and proceeds to assure its readers that
“nondistorted Ml,” a new wrinkle, lies within the Fed’s target range
(p.4).

The Case for Monetary Reform
To those who manage the Federal Reserve System, the “knowhow” that counts is that which enables them to grapple with exigencies arising from the need to ensure the System’s surviving another
day. The case for monetary reform, on the other hand, rests precisely
on what Hayek (1941, pp. 407—410) reminds us
used to he considered the duty and privilege of the economist to
study and emphasize the long-run effects which are aptto he hidden
to the untrained eye and to leave the concern for the immediate
effects to the practical man, who in any event would see only the
latter and nothing else,

Notwithstanding the growing disenchantment with the Fed, the recent
spate of articles purporting to explain what the Fed’s short-run model
really is attests to that institution’s success in raising the often dangerously myopic view of the practical man to the dignity of science.
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